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i . INTRQDUCTION 
In this paper we consider the relationship between an algebra A and its 
rin invariants Au, under the action of a finite dimensional 
EL use in an essential way the associated semidirect, or s 
A # pi of A by H. One of the main a~p~~~at~o~s o 
H-actions on a division ring D. We prove t 
equivalent to any of the following: D/DN is an 
is simple, D is a faithful left D # H-module, 3/ 
property, or D is isomorphic t 
conditions, D # Hz Mn(DH). 
whenever A is an irreducible left A # H-module and A ha 
Goldie rank. Along the way 
extension and give several co 
Galois, but do not seem to be well known. In particular, A/AN is Gaks 
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whenever ‘4 # H is simple. Moreover when A,‘A H is Galois, we give 
conditions for AH to be Morita equivalent to A # H: this will happen when 
A is a generator for Mod riH. More concretely, that condition is equivalent 
in this situation to a trace map i: A + AH being surjective. We then study 
this trace condition more generally: it implies that A # H contains an idem- 
potent e such that e(A # H) e z AH (as rings). 
Next we show that AH and A # H are always connected via a Morita 
context, using A as the connecting modules. However, the usual right 
action of tl # H on A does not work, and we must twist this action by an 
automorphism of H. 
Finally, we return to the topic mentioned at the beginning, namely 
irreducible actions. Our results here depend on studying the situation 
where A # H is simple or semisimple Artinian; in particular we prove that 
whenever A # H is simple Artinian A/AH has a normal basis. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
The basic references used here are the books [Ab, S3]. Throughout, k is 
a field: and H is a Hopf algebra over k with comultiplication 
A: H + H@ H, counit E: H + k, and antipode S: He+ H. If S is bijective, we 
write S for its composition inverse. We use the “sigma notation” [S3] 
for A. 
Any tensor product not otherwise specified will be over k. The notation 
Hom(M,, L\7R) denotes the right R-module morphisms from iM to X, and 
Hom( ,+M. &r) the left R-module morphisms. The category of left (right) 
R-modules is denoted R JZ (respectively JR). 
Now assume A is a (left) H-module algebra; that is, A is a k-algebra 
which is a left H-module such that (1) h. (ab) =x(,,, (h,,, .a)(h(,, .b) and 
(2) h . 1, = s(h) l,, all a, be A, hi H. We may then form the smash (or 
semidirect) product A # HT which is A@ H as a vector space with multi- 
plication (a # h)(b # k) = Clhj a(/~,,, . b) # h(,,k. We frequently identify A 
with A # 1 and H with 1 # H in A # H; thus the expression bhu, for a, 
bEA, heH, means (b#Iz)(u# 1). 
For any left H-module :M: the submodule of H-invariants is the set 
MH = {m E $11 h . MZ = s(h) m, all I? E H}; similarly for right H-modules. For 
A an H-module algebra, AH is a subalgebra of A, analogous to the fixed 
ring for group actions. 
If A is a left H-module algebra, then .4 is also a left A # H-module, via 
(a # h). b= u(h . b), all a, bE A, k E H. This action determines a right 
AH-module map 
7~: A # H + End(AAHj via n(u # h)(b) = (a # 11). b; (0.1) 
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A is a right AH-module via right rn~~tipl~~at~o~. In fact, 71 is an 
a homomorphism. 
If the antipode S of 4-1 is bijective, then A is also a right A # module, 
via b . (a # h) = ,!?A (ba). This action determines a left A”-moduk map 
7c': A # H + End( ,@A) via ~'(a # h)(b) = b . (~2 d h). (0.2) 
LEMMA 0.3 Let A be a left H-module algebra, and consider A as a iqft 
or right A # H-module as in (0.1) and (0.2). Then: 
(I) AHgEnd(,+,A). 
(2) g S is bijectiue, then also AH z End(A, #H). 
PYOC$ (1) is done in [BeM, Lemma 2.51. The proof of (2) is similar, 
although shghtly more complicated, so we include it. 
Let L,: A 4 A denote left multiplication by a. e may then define 
: A”+End(A,& by a 4 I,,. It is easy to se at L, is a right A # 
~omomor~b~sm, for a E AN: if b E A, c # h E A # 
L,Cb . (c # h)] = a[Sh (bc)] = Sh (abc) = (ah). (c # h) = L,(b). (c # h). 
clearly @ is injective. 
t it is surjective, choose C# E En 
) b, and so 4 = I?,~~,,. Moreo 
)=~(1)~(1#~h)=~(l.l#Sh)=&h.1)=E(h)~(l). 
is finite dimensional, then S is alw ijective. It is also known in 
se that the spaces SI and iI of righ left integrals 1n H, respec- 
one dimensional [LS, 521. ere jr= {t~Hjth=E(h)t~ all 
11 h E H; similarly if t’ E jr, then ht’ E jI for ai% 
one dimensional, this means that there exist 
tb;l = l.(h) t and ht’ = L’(h) t’, 
It is easy to see that both ,I and /1’ are multi~li~at~v~. 
Note that jr = HH, where N acts on itself by right rn~~ti~~i~at~~~, and 
where H acts on itself by left rn~~ti~~icat~o~. 
wing elementary lemma will be especially useful in dealing with 
right actions of A # H. It is essentially [ T, Lemma Ii%]; details also 
appear in [Cl?]. 
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LEMMA 0.5 [f S is bijectire, then A # H= (1 # H)( A # 1) 2 H@ .4 as 
rector spaces, where the correspondence is gicen b? 
a#h=C (1 #h,,,)((Sh,,,.a)# 1). 
, h i 
The lemma enables us to show that certain maps are module 
homomorphisms. 
LEMMA 0.6. (1) Consider A as a left ‘4 # H-module cia x and let M be 
any left A # H-module. Then for each mO E MH, the map 4: A + A4 given bl 
a H a. mO i.s a left A # H-homomorphism. 
(2) Consider A as a right A # H-module cia 71’ and let M be any right 
A # H-module. Then for each m, E MH, the map 4’: A --, M gilren b>. 
a ti mO. a is a right A # H-homomorphism. 
Proof (1) For all a, bEA, hEH: 
=b ‘c (‘h 
t i/r I 
=b~(h,,,~a)~(k,~,)~~~~~=b(lz~aj~r~~,=~[(b#1z)~a]. 
ih) 
(2) We have 
d’(a)(b # h) = m. .a(b#h)=m,.(ab#h) 
=mo. ~(l#h~,,)(Sh,,,.ab#l) 
( (h) 1 
= 1 ln,E(h,,,). (Sh,,, ab# l)=m,~(~h~ab)=q5’(~h~ab) 
(hl 
=&C&b # h)]. 
where 0.5 was used to obtain the third equality. 1 
We also consider the dual notion to H-module algebras. First, a vector 
space B is a (right) H-comodule if it has a structure map p: B -+ B 0 H. 
denoted by b N x,bi b,,,O b(,,: satisfying (id06)sp=(p@id)zp and 
(id@&)-p=i. where i:B+B@k is given by bHb@l. If B is also an 
algebra, it is a (right ) H-comodule algebra if p is a homomorphism of 
algebras with 1. 
The corresponding submodule of H-coinrariants is defined by 
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B ‘OH = {b E B 1 p(b) = b @ I>. If B is an H-comodule algebra, t 
hen H is finite dimensional, its hnea 
non-degenerate bilinear 
(J; A) = f (hj, all f E H*, h E H. In this sitiation, the n 
algebra and M*-comodule algebra are e r if A is a right 
H*-comoduie algebra with p(a) = CCn, a(,, *, then A is a left 
-module algebra via 
(03) 
Conversely, let A be a left H-module algebra, and Iet (Ai, S, 
bases for H and N*. Then A becomes a right H*-comodule aig 
p(a) = c (hi. a) of;5 A @IT*, 
Et is straightforward to check, using (0.5j and (0.6): that iaH = IbCOH”. 
1. GALOH EXTENSIONS 
In this section we consider some equivalent conditions for an extension 
to be Galois. As a consequence we will see that A/AH is enever 
A # N is simple. The definition of Galois we give is T-J Bt 
generalizes an earlier definition of GhaseeSweedhx. 
EFIN!TYON 1.1. Let A be a right omodule algebra 
map p: A -+ A @ W and colnvariants A Then A/ACoH is s 
H-CaAois if the map 
y: A @AcOii A 4 A 0 H 
is surjeclive, 
One may also consider the map 
a @ b +-+ p(a)(b @ 1). It is easy to see [I 
finite dimensional, j, is surjective if a 
either map can be used. Moreover in 
being surjective implies that it is also 
this fact. 
oposition 12j that when 
Our Hurst heorem has two forms, depen ing on whether we consider A 
as a right AH, left A # H-module or as a left AH, right A # module as 
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in (0.1) and (0.2). We give details for the first form of the theorem, but for 
the second we only indicate differences in the proof. 
In fact most of the theorem is known: (1) * (2) is [KT, 1.71, (2) 3 (1) is 
[U2, 1.11, (l)o (4) appears implicity in the proof of [KT, 1.71 although 
it is not in the statement, and (5) is the “dual version” of a condition of 
[DT 21. We prove the theorem here partly for the sake of completeness 
and partly because our proof is fairly transparent: (3) enables us to use one 
of the Morita theorems. We also wish to emphasize the lesser-known 
conditions (4) and (5). 
We note that the equivalence of Galois with properties (2), (3), and (4) 
generalizes the classical theorem of [CHR] for a finite group G acting on 
a commutative ring. We also note that the theorem holds in more 
generality: if H is finitely generated projective over a commutative ring k, 
then (1) = (2) [KT, U2], however [, ] must take the form A &H (j,@ A) 
since jI is not necessarily free [KT]. By [PI, jI will be free of rank 1 over 
k precisely when H is also Frobenius; under this hypothesis, the entire 
theorem holds. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra and A a left 
H-module algebra. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) A/AH is right H*-Galois. 
(2) (a) The map rc: A #H + End(A,H) is an algebra isomorphism. 
(b) A is a finitely generated projective right AH-module. 
(3) A is a left A # H-generator. 
(4) IfWEjI in H, then themap [,I: AOAnA+A#Hgiven by 
a @ b H (a # t)(b # 1) is surjective. 
(5) For any left A # H-module M, the map 4: A QA~ MH --f M given 
by a @ m, H a . m, is a left A # H-module isomorphism, where A @ MH has 
the “trivial” A # H-module structure 
w. (a 0 mo) = n(w)(a) Qm,, all wEA#H,aEA,mOEMH. 
Proof: First, since AH= End( A#HA) by (0.3), (2)e (3) follows by a 
well-known theorem of Morita [Fa, Proposition 4.1.31. 
To see (1) * (4), we essentially follow [KT, proof of 1.71. First it is 
known that for t E sI, the map /3 : H * + H given by 6(f) = t - f is a bijection 
[LS, S2]. But now it is easy to check that [ ,] = (id@ O)oy. For, 
(idQQ)oy(aQb) = &,~ab~,~Q(t-b (1)) = Ccbj,crj a<&,, f(,)) &,Q t2 = 
x(t) a(t(,) . b)@ t(,) = (a # t)(b # l,), where in the last equality we have 
identified A 0 H with A # H. Since 6’ is a bijection, it follows that [, ] is 
surjective e y is surjective. 
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(4) * (3) Assuming [ , ] is surjective, A # =(A#t)(A#l)=AtA: for 
Thus there exists x1, ,.., x,, yl, . . . . y,~ so that I# 1 =~ixityj. As 
Theorem 2.61, set 
$:A’“‘+A #H by (a,, . . . . a,) t, 
Clearly $ is additive, and surjective by hypothesis. Thus A will be a left 
generator provided $ is a left A # H-ho . To see this, it suffices 
+A#H given by a+-+a for any a E A, is a left 
A # H-map. But this follows from @6(l) since ty = q, E (A # B-H)H, where 
W= 1 # ki acts on A # H by left multiphcati 
(5)=> (4) Assume (5) and choose M= A # 
by left multiplication. By the definition of left int 
O#r~~~.ButnowbyLemma0.5,A#H=(l# 
free right A # l-module. Thus under left multip 
# 1). Thus (5) gives 4: A @A~ (1 # t)(A # 1) -+ A # 
ism, where &a@(1 # t)(b# l))=(a# t)(b# I). Since i~$/> f~ 
and thus A@A~(l#t)(A#B)zA@OAnA via a@(l#tj 
(h # 1) i--t a 0 b. Combining these two iso orphisms gives (4). 
(2) * (4) Assuming (2b), there exist x1, ...R X, E A 
om(A,~, AfH) such that for all a E A, a = xi x,4,.(a); t 
m EKI(A,H). Now Hom(A,H, AAMH) 4 l3nd(A,~~) z A # 
, S, di=n(di), and Cixidi= 1 # I in A 
, where H acts by left multi 
then z(hdi)(a) = h. di(a) = E(h) dj(a) = x(&(h) di) a, sin 
is morphism, hd,= E(h) di, all 
CA = (1 # t)(A # 1). Thus for eat 
Thus 1 # I= xi x,d, = Ci xityi E [ , 1. 
(4) =+= (5). Assuming (4), write 1 = C, xityi as above and 
Using t E J,, it is easy to see that d,ME MN for aply left A # 
Thus we may define II/: M-+ AOA~ H by mt--+)-ixiQd..PIZ. We claim 
t $ and the given map 4 are inverses. For &(~PE) = & 
xid,) .rn = m since xi x,dj = 1 # 1. Also $4Qa @ 
i xi Q dj . am0 = Ci xi Q di(a) m, = xi xitii(a) @ mO 
qSi(a)~AM; the third equality follows from th 
remains only to check that $I and 4 are left A # 
they are inverses, it suffices to check one of them, say 4 ut this fOb3WS 
e now state the other version of our t 
THEOREM 1.2’. Let H be a finite d~rne~s~o~~~ aigebra and A a left 
module algebra. Then the following are ~q~i~~le~t~ 
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(1) A/AH is right H”-Galois. 
(2) (a) The map rr’: A # H + End(,HA) is an algebra isomorphism. 
(b) A is a finitely-generated projective left AH-module. 
(3) A is right A # H-generator. 
(4) mzt4 in H, then the map [, ]‘:AQAHA+A#Hgiven by 
a@ b b (a # t)(b # 1) is surjective. 
(5) For any right A # H-module M, the map 4’: Mn Oa~ A + M given 
by m, H m, a is a right A # H-module isomorphism, where MH 0 A has the 
“trivial” A # H structure 
(m,@a)~~=m~@n’(w)(a), all weA# H, AEA,mOEMH. 
Proof (2)0(3) is the same as 1.2. For (l)=(4), when tEj,, the map 
6’: H * -+ H given by 0’(f) = t -f is a bijection. Thus [ , 1’ = (id 0 0’) 0 y. 
For (4) * (3), one needs that the analogous map $I is a right A # H- 
module map, and again consider $i, given by a H xta, for any a. This 
follows from 0.6(2), since xt = m, E (A # H)n, as before. 
(5) * (4) is slightly easier in this case, since acting on M = A # H by 
right multiplication clearly gives (A # H)H = A # t. The corresponding 
map from (5) is then 4’: (A # t) @A~ A --+ A # H given by (a # t) 0 b + 
(a # t)(b # l), and clearly (A # t) @A~ A z A @A~ A. 
(2) * (4) proceeds as before, with CJ~E Hom(,HA, A~AH) and C dixi= id. 
As before di= n’(d,) and diE (A # H)n, and so di= yit, 1 # 1 = Ci yitxi. 
Finally, in (4) * (5), M. d, c MH for any right A # H-module M, and so 
we may define I+V: A4 -+ MHOA~ A by m H Ci (m d,) 0 xi. A similar 
argument shows $’ is an inverse to 4’. Now qY is a right A # H-module 
horn by 0.6(2), and thus is an isomorphism. 1 ’ 
Remark 1.2”. A third version of the theorem could be proved, using the 
right action rc” of A # H on A defined in (2.9). In fact that version may be 
more natural than 1.2’, since then AH and A # H are connected via a 
Morita context using the modules A~AASH and A#HAA~, and [ , ] as one 
of the maps (see (2.10)). In particular (3)o (4) then follows from Morita 
theory, as well as (2) C= (3). 
COROLLARY 1.3 Let H be finite dimensional and A a left H-module 
algebra such that A # H is simple. Then A/AH is right H*-Galois. Conse- 
quently 71 and n’ are isomorphisms, A is a finitely-generated projective left 
and right AH-module, A is a left and right A #H-generator, and any 
left (right) A # H-module M satisfies ME AOA~ MH (respectively 
MrMHOA~A). 
Proof We use property (4) in either 1.2 or 1.2’. For the set 
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I= (A # ?)(A # 1) = AtA is an ideal of A # 
tion 2.13. 
Thus since A # N is simple, I= A 
sujective. Thus A/AH is M*-Galois. 
The corollary extends [BeM, Theorem 2.64, where it was shown that if 
A # H was simple, then (2) and (3) of 1.2 hold. 
As mentioned above condition (5) in the T ferns is cbsely related to 
oi and Takeuchi CDT23 on relative 
discuss the connection. 
NiTION 1.4 17~ Let A be a rig -COElO algebra, with 
st re map p: A A@H. Tnen M is a r P1;A) f module il 
(I) Misaright -comodule, via T: M 4 M @ M, 
(2) M is a right A-module, via M H 
(3) z(m .a) = z(m) .p(a)> where 4463 
(m@h).ja@kk)=m.a@hk. 
Let MT denote the category of right ( opf modules. A mo ism 
category is a right H-comodule, right A-module homomo ) SITl. 
reserves the “compatabiiity condition” (3). 
REM I .5 [DT2, pp. 12, 151. 
modde algebra, then A/A” is right *-Galois if and only iJ’ &if* 
the “Weak Structure Theorem, ” Iha s, for an<v ill E *A;*, the map 
6: coH’ @‘p A 4 given hy WE0 @ a t-? Iwo . a 
is a right (H*, A~-~o~~rn~d~le i~o%orp~i~~z~ 
e map q5 above looks Iike the map 4 i 1.2’, par% (51, except that 
E ~A!;* instead of AA # H, the category of ht A # ~~~od~les. %a facr. 
Fischman has shown that these two categories coincide. 
SITION 1.6 [Fi]. Let M lx ~~nite-d~~e~~~o~~~ and A G left 
H e a2gebua. right A # ~-~~~~~e e M is 13 right 
COH’ zz w/f’!. 
e only sketch the correspo rice here; details may be four,d 
rst assume M is a right A module, so in particular it is a 
module. Let {izi,fi) be d ai bases for H and 
-comodule algebra in t e usua: way, k.ia 
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for all m E M, h E H. This left action dualizes to give A4 a right 
H*-comodule structure. That is, z: M-+ MO H* is given by T(m) = 
Ci(hi.m)OJ;=Cim.(Sh,)Ofi, all m EM. Thus A4 will be a right 
(H*, A)-Hopf module provided z(m . a) =7(m) .~(a), all m E M, a E A. 
Checking this condition requires the use of (0.8); in fact [Fi] shows that 
z(m . a) = z(m). p(a) -3 
h.(m.a)=C (hcl)~m)~(hc2)-a), for all h E H. (1.7) 
Ch) 
Conversely, assume that ME Jt’:*. M is a right A-module and a right 
H*-comodule; dualizing gives that M is a left H-module via the usual 
correspondence. Now define a right action of A # H on M via 
m.(a#h)=$h.(m.a), 
for all m E M, a E A, h E H. One then checks that M becomes a right A # H- 
module by using 1.7. 
The fact that McoH* = MH follows from the remark in Section 0 and the 
fact that &(Sh) = s(h), all h E H. i 
We note that it was observed in [D2] that A#H4!‘= ,&YH*; however, 
that argument is considerably easier than this one. 
It is now clear that we could have proved (l)e (5) of 1.2 by using 1.5 
and 1.6. However our present argument is much more direct. 
2. MORITA EQUIVALENCE AND MORITA CONTEXTS 
In this section we consider when, for an H-module algebra A, the rings 
AH and A # H are Morita equivalent, and more generally when they are 
connected by a Morita context. Throughout this section we will assume 
that H is finite dimensional. 
Now for any 0 # t E jI, we have an AH-bimodule morphism 2: A + AH 
given by f(a) = t . a. We will call t^ a trace since if H = kG, a group algebra, 
and t = CxEGx, Z is the usual trace function from A to AG. We also recall 
the notion of trace ideal: for any ring R and ME J&?‘~, Y(M,) is the image 
of the evaluation map Hom(M,, R,)@ M + R. It is known that 
F(M) = R if and only if M is a generator for ~4’~. Also, if R is a subring 
of the ring S, then S is a generator for ~4’~ if and only if R is a (right) 
R-summand of S [Fa, 3.26 and 3.271. The following result is [KT, 
Proposition 1.91: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A/AH be right H*-Galois. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
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(I) For any 0 # f E jl, 2: A + A” is surjective. 
(2) T(AR.v) = AH. 
(3) AH is a right (left) AH-summand of A. 
(4) A is afaithfil!y jlat right (left) AH-module. 
e can now obtain sufficient conditions for orita equivalence of AH 
and A # H. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A/AH be right *-Galois. Then the foilowing are 
equivalent: 
(I ) For any 0 # t E j,, t^: A --+ AH is surjective. 
(2) A is a generator for ~&~fi. 
(3) A is a finitely generated projective ie@ A # 
Moreover any of these three conditions implies that AH and A # H are 
orita equivalent. 
Proof First, from 2.1, (l)oy(A,~) =AX. ut as noted above, 
F(Ap)=ANeA is a generator for &A~, Thus (l+(2). 
follows from Morita’s theorem [Fa, 4.1.31 since AHzz End( 
and A # Hr End(A,H) by 1.2. 
Now assume that (2) holds. Together with ) (2), this implies th 
an AH p-ogenerator and A # Hz Encl(A,~). t then AH and A # 
orita equivalent [Fa, 4.291. 
As in Section 1, one has a Theorem 2.2’, where the roles of right and left 
modules are interchanged. 
CQROLLARV 2.3 Assume any of the conditions (l)-(3) .in the Theorem. 
Then A # H is simple o A H is simple and A/AH is H”-Galois. 
ProoJ If A # H is simple, then AlAH is y 1.3. Thus 2.2 apphes 
to give ita equivalence of A # H and AN, so AH is sim 
follows n from 2.2. 1 
e remark tbat the corollary generalizes [ 
s proved that if A is graded by the finite 
module algebra), then A # (I&)* is simple if and only if AI is simple and 
A is strongly graded. For, A being strongly graded is equivalent to A/A, 
being kG-Galois [Ul], and Z is surjective since (kG)* is semisimple. 
The fact that t^ is surjective when H is semisimpfe is well-known. For in 
this case, c(t)#O, for any Of tEjI~ Thus if c =a(!)-’ I,, clearly f(c) = 1, 
and so i is surjective. 
ore can be said about when A has an element of trace I, even when AH 
is not orita equivalent to A # H. We first require a technica”r le 
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LEMMA 2.4 [BeM, Lemma 2.31. Let t E St in H and let A be a (left) 
H-module algebra. Then 
(I) forhEHandaEA, hat=(h.a)tandtah=t(h’.a),someh’EH. 
(2) t(A # H) t = f(A)t. 
In Lemma 2.8 we give an explicit formulation for h’. The next result 
extends work of [0] and [GOPV] for group actions. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A be a left H-module algebra, and choose 
0 # t E fp 
(1) i is subjective o there exists x E A # H such that txt = t. 
(2) Assume i is surjective, and choose c E A with f(c) = 1. Then 
e=c#t is an idempotent in A#H, and e(A#H)e=e(AH#l)gAH as 
algebras. 
Proof, (1) Assume there exists x = Ci ui # hi E A # H such that txt = t, 
and let c=Ci E(hi) ui. Now by 2.4, tct = (t .c) t = f(c) t, thus t = txt= 
t(C, ui # hit) = t(C, ui # Qh,) t) = tct = Z(c) t. Thus i(c) = 1, and so Z is 
surjective. 
Conversely if l(c) = i, then as above tct = f(c) t = t, so we may choose 
x = c. 
(2) First, e* = (c # t)(c # t) = c(tct) = c(t . c) t = ct = e. 
Next, for h E H, a E A, 
e(a # h) e = (c # l)(l # t)(a # h)(c # t) 
= (c # l)( 1 # t)(h’ a # l)(c # t) for some h’ by 2.4 
= (c # 1)(1 # t)((h’.a) c# t)=ct(h’.a) ct 
=(c# l)(t.((h’.a)c)# t) 
=(c# t)(f((h’.a)c)# l)~e(A~# 1). 
Thus e(A # H) e c e(AH # 1). Conversely for any b E Au, t. (bc) = 
b(t . c) = b, and so 
(c#t)(b#l)=(c#t)(t.((l.b)c)#l)=e(b#l)eEe(A#H)e. 
Thus e(An # 1) = e(A # H) e. 
Finally, An z e(An # 1) via b & e(b # 1). For, if a, b E AH, 
d(a) 4(b) = e(a # 1) e(b # 1) = (c # t)(a # 1 )(c # t)(b # 1) 
= (c # l)(t (ac) # t)(b # 1) = (c # l)(a(t .c) # t)(b # 1) 
= (c # l)(a # t)(b # 1) = (e # t)(ab # 1) = d(ab). 
c# is clearly onto. If &a) = 0, then 0 = (c # r)(a # 1) = ca # 1, and so ca = 0. 
ut c is regular on AH, since ca=O implies t.(ca)=(t,c)a=a=O. Thus 
$ is an isomorphism. 
will return to elements of trace 1 in Section 3, where we consider 
A an rings. 
n the remainder of this section we show the existence of a orita con- 
text relating AN and A # H. This generalizes earlier work of [CE], where 
a similar result was shown under the additional assumptisn that ,511 was 
~~~rnodnl~r (that is, jI = j,). The present set-up works for any hnite dimen- 
sionaI H. The new “twist” is that we define a new rig t action of A # H Qn 
A to make things work. 
Choose 0 # ! E jI and recall from 0.4 that t ere exists 2 E H” such that 
th = i(h) t fsr all ha EL Since i(k) = E.(h) A(k), all h, k~ 
grouplike element of H*, and hence its left action on H defines an 
a~to~or~b~srn on H. That is 
3 t’l = S(t); in particular N is unimodular if a only if S(r) = t. This 
automor~hism can be extended to an automo km of A # H via 
(a # /I)~ = a # h”. 
MA 2.8. Let 1, )w be as above. Then fir a E A, and the right action of 
(I) talz=tjSh~.a)=t(a.lz~). 
(2) t.a=a.t’. 
Prooj (I) tab = t xchj h,,,(S(h,,,) a)(by 0.5) = Cihj tit(h,,,)(S(h,,,) Q> 
= t(??C,,, .l(hc2)) h(,, a) = t(S(h’) . a) = t( 
(2) a.t”=a.(St)=S(St).a=t.a. 
We now define our new right action of A # on A. Fclr QEA> h#hE 
A # IT> let 
a c (b # h) = a. (b # h)” = 5%‘. fah). (2.9) 
This gives us a new map 7~“: A # H + Encl(,~A) via n”(w)(a) = a + 0, 
Note from 2.8 (2) that a c t = t. a. 
Consider A as a left or right AH-mod& via Ztlfl or 
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right multiplication, as a left A # H-module via the usual action (O.l), 
and as a right A #H-module via the action (2.9) above. Then 
IAH, ,d A # H, A # HAAG, A # H], together with the maps 
[,]:ABA~A-tA#H, [a, b] = atb (2.11) 
(, ):AOA+sd+AH, (a, b) = t . (ab), (2.12) 
is a Morita context. 
ProoJ: To satisfy the conditions for a Morita context, one must show 
that ( , ) is an AH-bimodule map which is middle A # H-linear, that [ , ] 
is an A # H-bimodule map which is middle AH-linear, and that 
“associativity” holds. Obviously A is an AH-A # H and an A #H-AH 
bimodule since AH commutes with H, it is also immediate that ( , ) is an 
AH-bimodule map. Now let us check that ( , ) is middle A # H-linear: if 
c,a,bEA, hEHthen 
(c +- ah, b) = (S(h’) . (ca), b) = Z((S(h’) ca) 6) 
(h) 
= t. (.s(hClj) .ca)(hC,, .b)) = t. (cab . b) 
= (c, (ah) b). 
To show [ , ] is a right A # H-bimodule map is considerably easier: for 
a, b, CEA, hgH, 
[a, b] ch = (atb) ch = at(bc . h’;) = at(b t ch) = [a, b +- ch], 
where 2.8 was used for the second equality. It is easily seen to be a left 
A # H-module map and middle AH-linear. 
To show “associativity” one needs to show that for all a, b, c E A, 
at [b, c] = (a, b) c and [a, b] . c = a(b, c). For the first 
at [b, c] = a c (btc) = a. (btc)’ 
= (ab . t”) c = (t (ah)) c = (a, b) c, 
again by 2.8. Finally 
[a, b].c=atb.c=at.(bc)=af(bc)=a(b, c). 1 
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APB of the results of [CFi] regarding the 
this more general context, with identical proo 
ecall TZ from (0.1) and 71” from (2.9). 
context now follow for 
e give several examples. 
PRoPosrTIoN 2.13. (1) [A, A] is an ideal of A # 
(2) (A, A) is an ideal of AH. 
(3) Ker 7r=IA#H [A, A] and Ker 7-z’ = yA # H[A, A]. 
(4) If A is a faithful left and right A # p-4 module, then [A, A ] is an 
essential right (left) ideal of A # H and (A, A) is an essential right (-reJ;:) 
ideal of AN. 
(5) VA is a faithfil right (left) A # module, then ( ) ) is right (Iqft) 
nor~degener~te. 
Note that (1) is a direct consequence of lemma 2.8 and 
the existence of a Morita context. We do not now how Ker 71” is related 
e state another result of interest. Bt genera&es CC ) Corollary 2.10] 
for graded rings as well as [CFi, Theorem 1 
THEOREM 2.14. Let A be a left H-module algebra. Then A # H is cd prime 
ring if and only ij” A is a left and right faithftil A # module and AH is a 
prime ring. 
5 I en = kG, then right faithfulness implies left faithfulness [Cl. !G 
general, we ask: 
uestion 2.15. iIf A is a faithful left A # N module is it a faithfd right 
module? (under either right action). 
e mention one last result using Morita contexts. art (2) improves 
[CFi, Proposition I5 1. 
THEOREM 2.16. Let A be a left H-module algebra, faithful as a ?eft and 
right A # H-module. Then 
(1) lf AH is simple, [A, A] is the ivltersection c$ all non-zero ideals oj 
A # -Pa, so is itself a simple ring. 
(2) A H is primitive * A # H is primitive. 
(3) N(A # H) =O iff N(AH) = 0, where N is one of the ,pbUowing 
r~d~ca~s~ lower, locally nilpotent, or Jacobson. 
$roo$ (I) Let I be a non-zero ideal of A # H. Since ( ) ) is mm- 
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degenerate by faithfulness, 2.13, and Z.A #O, the set (A, I. A) is a non-zero 
ideal of AH. Since AH is simple, (A, I. A) = AH, and thus contains 1. But 
then 
(2) follows from [Am, Theorem 271. 
(3) follows from [Am, Theorem 201. 1 
Other results concerning what happens when A # H is simple or 
primitive occur in [BeM]. Some of these could also be obtained using this 
new Morita context. 
3. IRREDUCIBLE ACTIONS, NORMAL BASES, AND ARTINIAN RINGS 
In this section we consider the stuation when A is an irreducible left 
A # H-module, and extend earlier work of [Sl] and [Cl. This leads us to 
study the more general situation of A # H being semisimple Artinian. 
Finally we show that when A # H is simple Artinian, A has a “normal 
basis” over AH. , 
Throughout A is a left H-module algebra, for H a finite-dimensional 
Hopf algebra. We consider the usual left action (0.1) of A # H on A. Define 
K=Kern=Ann A #H(A). We will see that there is a very close relationship 
between AH and B= A # H/K. To begin with, the same proof as (0.3) 
shows the following: 
LEMMA 3.1. AH 2 End(,A). 
The first part of the next result is due to [BeCF]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that A is an irreducible left A # H-module and 
that A has finite left Goldie rank. Then 
(1) AH is a division ring and [A:AH].=m<dim, H. 
(2) A # H is Artinian and A # H/Kg End(,HA) g M,(AH). 
ProojY We note that the proof of (1) in [BeCF] uses Schur’s Lemma 
and the Density Theorem; it is similar in spirit to an argument of [Sl ] for 
fields. We continue in this vein for (2): since A is a faithful irreducible 
B-module with End( BA) = AX, and since [A : AH] r < cc, the Density 
Theorem implies that BE End(A,H) g M,(AH). 
Finally it is clear that A # H is Artinian, since AH is Artinian and 
[A#H:AH],=[A#H:A][A:AH]=(dim,H).m<co. 1 
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THEOREM 3.3. Assume that A is an ir 
thai A has finite left Go/die rank. Then the 
(I) [A:AHIr=dimk 
(2) A is a faithful left A # H-module. 
j A # H is simple. 
) A/AH is right I!?*-Galois. 
Brooj ecall (3) + (4) by 1.3, and (4)=== (2) by 1.2, 
(2) * (3) by 3.2, part (21, since if M= 0, A # Hr M,(AH), which is si 
ains to prove (1) e (2). 
(dim,H).m= [A#H:A][A:A”]= [A#H:A”; 
3 [A # H/K:AH] = m2 
by 3.2. Thus if A is faithful, K= 0 an 
m=dim,H. Conversely if m= [A:A”]= 
AN is a division ring, this can only 
te that Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 ho8 with al right and Peft 
tions interchanged. 
The next corollary improves a theorem of EC]. 
if A has no non-trivial H-stable two-sided ideals. 
tbv3LiARU 3.4. Let A be a ~ornrn~tat~v~ mod& algebra. Then the 
~~ollo~~i~g are equivalent: 
(I ) A # H is simple and A has finite GoMe rank. 
(21 A 5-f is simple Artinian. 
(3) A is -simple, AH is a field, and [A : ANi = 
ProoJ: (I) * (2) Since A is commutative, any non-zero 
d [A : AHI = dim, M by 3.3. 
Theorem 2.9 3. 
481/!33/2-9 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Assume that A # H is simple Artinian. Then 
(1) A H is simple Artinian. 
(2) A is left and right free over AH and [A:AH],= [A:AH],= 
dim, H = n. 
(3) A # Hr End(A,H) g End(,HA) g M,(AH). 
Proof. By Corollary 2.6 and Proposition 2.5 AH = e(A # H) e and so 
AH is simple Artinian. Consequently A is left and right free over AH. Since 
A # H is simple, A # Hz End(A,H) g End(,HA), and A is a finitely 
generated left and right AH-module, by Corollary 1.3. By freeness (and 
finite generation), End(A,H) r M,(AH) and End(,HA) z M,,(AH), for 
m = [A : AH], and m’ = [A : AH] [. By the dimension equation used in 
Theorem 3.3, we see m = m’ = dim, H. 1 
We now turn to our last topic, that of normal bases. We consider H* as 
a left H-module in the usual way, namely for h E H, f e H*, h-f = 
C(r, <f,,,, h)f,,,> and AH E A~& via left multiplication. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let A be a left H-module algebra, where H is finite 
dimensional. Then A has the normal basis property if A zz AH 0 H” as left 
AH @ H-modules. 
This definition is equivalent to that given in [KT] and [IBM] since H 
is finite dimensional. Note that it corresponds to the usual notion of 
normal basis for group actions since H* is a cyclic left H-module, using a 
well-known result about integrals. In fact H* g H as left H-modules, where 
H acts on itself by left multiplication [LS]. Thus to show A has the normal 
basis property it will suffice to show A z AH 0 H as left AH 0 H-modules. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A be a left H-module algebra such that A #H is 
simple Artinian. Then A has the normal basis property. 
ProoJ: Our proof extends the one in [N] for outer automorphisms. By 
3.5 A is left and right free over AH of rank n = dim, H, and AH is simple 
Artinian. Thus A is Artinian, so has finite length as a module over itself. As 
a left A # H-module, A E MCk), where M is the unique simple A # H- 
module. Also A # HE M(‘) for some 1. Now as a left A-module, A # H has 
length n. Thus nk = 1. That is, A # H r A’“’ as left A # H-modules. 
Now as left AH@ H-modules, A # HZ A @H, by the same map as in 
Lemma 0.5. Since A is free over A” of rank n, it follows that A # H is free 
over AH @ H rank n. Thus as left AH @ H-modules, 
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theorem now im 
e use the notion of crossed products as in [ 
CohioLLmY 3.8. If A # N is simple Artinian, then A z A” #, 
crossed product of H* with AH. 
/A” is right H*-Galois, an 3.13, A has the normal 
y [DTl, Theorems 9, 11 I9 lus norma? basis 
ssed product of M* with AH. 
Combining Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.8 we get a c~a~act~~~za~o~ f r 
irreducibk faithful actions. 
HEOREM 3.9. Assume that A is an ir~ed~ei~~e faiihfu! ieJft A # module 
and that A has finite left Goldie rank. Then 
rooJ y Theorem 3.3 A # is simple Artinian, he 
Corollary 3.8 
ArAH#,H*. 
Hf A = D, a division ring, then D is an irreducible left and right A # HW 
certainly has finite Goldie rank, Thus we 
equivalences: 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let D be a le$ module algebra, where D is a 
divisiour ing. Then the following are equi 
(I) [D:D”],=dim, 
(21 is a faithful left or right D # ~-rn~d~~e. 
ID” is right H*-Galois. 
(5) D has the normal basis property. 
$6) DFzDff#,kP. 
r00jI The equivalence of (l)-(4) follows from Theorem 3.3 and its 
right-left equivalent, noting that D is also an irre t D#H- 
module. (3) z- (5) and (6), since D # H is sim is aiways 
A~ti~ian by 3.2. Conversely, both (5) and ( ) say that D is free over DN of 
im, H = dim, N*, which implies (1). 
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We note that 3.10(6) generalizes the observation in [BM] for fields: if F 
is a field and H= kG, then FE FG #, H* g Fz[H*], since the action is 
trivial in this case. Also 3.10 (l)-(4) generalize analogous results for fields, 
both classically for group actions, and for Hopf algebras [S3, 10.1.11. 
We give an example to show that the conditions of the corollary do not 
always hold, even for group actions. 
EXAMPLE 3.11. Let D be a division algebra of characteristic 2, of 
dimension 4 over its center 2, with an element x # Z, x2 E Z. Let g = Z,, the 
inner automorphism of D given by conjugation by x, and let h = IX+ r, 
similarly. Let G = ( g, h ) g Z, x Z, ; then the Hopf algebra H = ZG acts 
on D. 
Note that DH = Cent,(x) = Z[x], so [D:D”] = 2, although dim, H= 4. 
Thus by 3.10, we know that D # H is not simple. In fact it is not even 
semiprime: D # H = D*G, the usual skew group ring, and in this ring 
w = 1 + xg + (1 + x) h is a central element with w2 = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let A/AH be right H*-Galois and assume that AH is 
a division ring. Then A ‘is an irreducible faithful A # H-module. 
ProojI By Theorem 1.2(4), the map [ , ] is surjective, hence 
I A # JA, A] = 0. Thus by Proposition 2.13(3), Ker rc = 0, which means that 
A is a faithful left A # H-module. By Proposition 2.13(5), ( , ) is thus left 
non-degenerate. Let Z be a nonzero left A # H-submodule of A; then 
0 # (A, I) c ZH, but (A, I) is a left ideal of AH, a division ring. Hence 
(A,Z)=AH, and thus 1 E Z” c Z. That is, Z= A. Thus A is an irreducible left 
A # H-module. [ 
In 3.3, 3.4, and 3.10 above, we have seen that A #H being simple 
Artinian has very strong consequences. We relax this condition somewhat 
and consider what happens when A # H is only semisimple Artinian. Con- 
sider again the setup rr: A # H -+ End(A,H), K = Ker 71, and B = A # H/K. 
Recall also the ideal [A, A] = AtA of A # H from 1.2(4) and 2.13, and the 
fact from (2.13) that K=Z A # H[A, A]. When A # H is semisimple Artinian, 
it is clear that A # H= [A, A] @ K and so B= [A, A], the image of 
[A, A] under the quotient map. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let A be a left H-module algebra such that A # H is 
semisimple Artinian. Then A” is semisimple Artinian, A is a finitely generated 
progenerator for 2YAfi, Bz End(A,H), and A” is Morita equivalent to B. 
Moreover A/A” is right H*-Galois if and only if A is a faithful A # H- 
module; in this situation A” is Morita equivalent to A # H. 
Proof: By Corollary 2.6 and Proposition 2.5 A” E e(A # H) e for e an 
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idempotent and so A N is semisimple Artinian. oreover since A has an 
element of trace 1, A is a generator for J&?~H. 
B= [A, A], the map A@ A~ A 4 B given by a 0 i? i--, atb is surjec- 
s A is a generator for By, as in [Fa, 127.21, or as in the proof 
4) * (3 ). This fact together with A” z End(,R) from Lemma 3.1 
by Morita’s theorem, that A is ~n~te~y”gen~rate~ projecti 
(AA~). Thus A is a progenerator for AN and AN is 
Finally A/AH right *-Galois implies 71 is 
faithful. Conversely if =O, then A#H= [A, 
by 1.2, part (4). Also when K= 0, A # M 
equivalent to A # PI. 
e remark that the conclusions of 3.12 are also true on the 0th 
is, A is finitely-generated progenerator for A~~ and A” is 
equivalent to B’ = A # H/K’, where K’ = Ker z’. For, replace [A, A] by 
I4 = At’A, where t’ E jI in H, to see that A # = [A, A]’ @K’ ana 
as above. 
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